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~L .M.A. rotU: A A.A....t 4-Li , When I was a student r&V~Mwvvw~v¥v~ 

it was that I studied . 

Leo Szilard 

October 23 , 1953 

people sometimes asked me what 

1\lhen I said I studied Physics, most of t:hem asked me 11\>Jhat is Physics 11 

and there were even a few who asked 11\-Jhat are Physics? 11 

That was some thirty years ago . 

Today, of course, ever ybody knows what physicists are ; they are the boys 

who made the bomb • 

.. , Mass murderers have always 

~ ~Oysicists are no exception to 

commanded the attention of the public and 

this rule. 

' But just because these days scientists are often admired, it does not follow 

that they are also understood. And to make people understand what a scientist is ./ 

seems just as difficult today as it was thirty years ago. 

( 

Henri Poincare once said that the role of science is not to provide us 

Hit:h meals , but to keep us from being bored -- bet Heen mea s. 

l And, indeed, the most important thing to remember about science is the fact 

that it is supposed to be fun. 

A man 's science need not be first-rate just because he is having fun with 

it -- but unless he has fun with it , it can never be anything but second rate ~ 

~ In this respect science was probably better off thirty years ago in Europe 

t han it is today in the United States. 
.~/4 . 

And if this is in fact true , it is due - I believe- ~~~~the attitude 

which Europe t akes towards l eisure. 

Doing nothing - in a ?leasant ort of way - was always considered in Europe a 

perfectly respect~ble way of spendi~g one ' s time. 

Here in America you are expected to keep busy all t he time -- it does not 

matter so much what you are doing .s.s long as you are doing it fast . 

Many of you B knO'·l the story of the kinfld lady who never spoke 

anything but good of everyone. 

This was known to all of her friends . 
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One of them tried to catch her once and asked her what she thought of 

the Devil. 

She hesitated only for a moment and then she said in her kindly voice "I 

understand he is industrious. 11 

In Germany thirty years ago, a boy who left high school ~~ had completed 

liberal education. 

If he wanted to obtain a doctor's degree in physics, he entered the University 

for four years. 
I 

There he studied 'o~hat he wanted /without ever passing an examination.Q~ at the 

end of the four years, he submitted a written thesis. 

This thesis had to represent an appreciable contribution to knowledge in order 

I 
I 

to be accepted. 
~ 

If it was accepted, the student Has given an examination; that is he met his \ 
professors and they discussed his work with him. 

The Professors wanted to find out what the student knew rather than to find out 

>That he did not knmr and t hi s is, of course, as it should be. 

/ You may have hear d the 
~~f 

story ~ the sage in the service of the~ 

~ ')tl . ~mperor .of (;~()l_ ., 

'- He was supposed to give advice to all those/ who came to him to seek advice. 

A peasant who had been to see him several times and found that the sage could 

not answer his questions became a little i mpatient one day and said: 

"Why does the emperor pay you 10,000 pi eces of sil ver every year if you 

cannot answer any of my questions." 

( 
"My friend" said the sage, "the emperor pays me 10,000 silver pieces for what 

I know. 

If he were to pay for what I do not know, 10,000 pieces of silver would not 

be nearly enough . 

In the German universities when the student was outstanding, his doctor's 

examination becrune a farce. 

After the first world war, Hilbert -- in Goettingen -- was the leading German 

mathematician. 
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One of his best students was called Bernaes . 
~-( 

vfuen Bernaes came up f or his examination Hilbert ~skee ~i~: 

"Mr. Bernaes , which is the most i mport ant number in mathematics? 11 

11 Pi 11 replied Bernaes . 

11Well 11 said Hilbert , 11 Pi i s a pretty i mportant number in mathematics, but it 

is not the number I had in mind. 11 • 

11 Then11 said Bernaes 11 I would choose 11 e 11 , the base of the natural logarithms 11 

( 
11 Yes 11 said Hilbert 11 e 11 is the number I had in mind. 

I thank you very much Mr . Bernaes . 

You have passed. Summa Cum Laude." 

There was a story of an examination given by Max Planck to a student 

majoring in theoretica physics. 

Planck asked the student : 11 How do you expect to earn a living when you have 

your doctor's degree ~~{/;d~~?11 

11 Professor Planck , 11 sai d the student , 11 Can I possibly have an easier 

question. 11 

11 I don 1t kno"I-T11 said Planck , - - I hadn 't pl anned to ask you more than one 

question." 

Soon after I got my doctor ' s 
~ ~( 

I thought it would be iuLetesli:ft 

ysics in the University of Berlin, 

o get also a doctor 's degree in economics. 
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~her you got your ~ degree in physics or 
~~ 

was always called Doctor of Phil osophy and you merely n.~·~~~ 

economics. 

When I told the University that I wanted another doctor's degree, I was 

handed over from one official to another until I l anded in the office of the 

Rector. 

"We would like to oblige you" said the Rector, "but I don't see how we 

can do i t. 

\\~en we gave you the degree of Doctor of Phil osophy we certified that you _ / 
q~~

are a man who is able to acquire any kind of knowledge ,,~ich he desires,(ls 
h ~~ ftk (1Y" ~ 

capable of independent judgment and . · a scientist &f!d( scholar. 11 

"I don 't quite see" said the Rector "how we can certify the same thing twice. ~ 

Today)here in America Jthe graduate student working for his Ph. D in physics 

is presented with all the knovr edge in physics that is considered to be useful. 

a good student, he w-ill emerge :::~the University Hith 

tile entire field of physics --~thorough knowledge 

than his colleague who comes from some University in Europe. 

If he is 

knowledge of 

a thorough 

~~ 

And yet it may be that the American student has lost something in the course 

of his thorough training. 

Throughout all the time he spends as a graduate student ~ 

his professors throw at him the ansHers to questions that have never occurred to 

him to ask.-

He is fed a rich diet and has never ~pportunity to be hungry. 

Having been led to the frontiers of science and then released with a ~ 

degree, the student is likely to sit back and Hait until science makes further 

progress/ so that he can find something more t hat he can learn. 

~ ~~~e most important quality in a scientist is originality. 

How do you teach originality? 

HaXI·rell showed great originality in his work and so did Einstein . 

But can you teach originality by telling the student to read the papers of 

/:at Maxwell and Einstein and t~e~ follow in t heir footsteps? 
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A student may know everything ther e is to know and yet lack the self-

confidence which he needs in order to pitch in and push back further the f rontiers 

of sci ence. 

I~aradox and yet it may be true that such self-confidence~ 

~~~0 ~-come~ to student s in Europe as the res~lt of inadequat e ~r~ or--
tfo-. 

\fuen I was a student ~~~Budapest , what I was actually 

taught vras very little. 

~~g that time I became 
h 

quite curious about a number of problems to l·lhich 

I wanted to find aft/{nswer. , 

And I found answers to some of these probl ems without Y~owing that t hey had 

b~en solved befor~ others. 

Lat er on - when I found ~ t hat before me 

the same answers -- it gave me self-confidence 

do - I can do also. 

some great physici s~h~ given 

to kno~at~hat ot her s can 
\...._.. 

The attitud~' tovrard the training of scientists in ~rope and in America 

r epresent tvro extreme approaches to t he problem. 

Perhaps the time has come for r evising our vi ews on this subject and adopt 

some middle course between t hese extremes. 

There is another reason also for thinking of a revision at t his time. 

p_£{ ~.(/£"~ ~ 
~n the y~iag tfi s end ~~t war, physics was the king of 

the sciences 

During t his period physics ha s 

~~ interested in science. 

~,z/}(_ /. 

~f ~ t h e most gi f ted students 

And even today it is perhaps true;{hat the most gifted students in the field 

of science are l ikel y to ma jor in physics. 

But by novr physics has undergone a rather fundamental change. 
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Before this time, a number of astoni shing observations were made in 

physics in rar id succession . 

~!::2 
~of these observations needed ~ expensive equipment or elabor ate 

planning i n advance . 

~of P-'lysics consi sted in exp _a ining ~ns in terms 

of the t hings which are f awiliar to us and which we encounter in our every 

day life • 

.3a-o 
~for instance , t he{ :1ape of the orbit s of the pl anets was 

~ a stoni shing ~and a cause of puzzlement. 

T'.'len/ one dai Ne~rton sm-r t hat he could explain i t in t erms of somet:1ing q_ui te 

famil i ar to all - the s i mple f act that an object rmich you hold in your hand 

falls down t o ear t h Hhen you release it. 

You might say that Newton ' s apple is t he symbol of what physi cs used to be . 

In physi cs today on t e other hand , it seems that we have to spend a couple , 

of mi llion dollars and go to a lot of trouble befor e we can observe ~ 
a bout 1-1 ich we can be a stoni shed . 

We may then~fter a decent period of puzzlement , ~go into a song and dance 

and say t hat 1-re have fou..11d an explanation . .. / . ...... _ ~ ../ ~ // 
Jv.b- .ft(~ k·~ J 

But , rffiatever we find these days ~i~c ·l~~anation of the new 

phenomenon in terms of f amiliar facts t aken from our every day l ife. 

As the r esult of t hi s funda~ental change in physics, ~~ysics is l oosing its 

clai m to t he exclusive interest of the best rrinds among ~w students of science. 

~~a gifted student / even though he may ma jor in yihysics/ is

likely to~~ out what ~~ different branches orlbiology 

may have to offer. 

The student today i s also likel y to di scover tha~erline betvreen physi cs 

and chemi stry has all but vanished, and that no progress can be made in biology 

withou.: ~of chemistry. 

Students of science are t herefore becoming aware of the fact tha t t here 

II II 
is such a thing as the unity of science . 
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Today I believe a student would ~ to learn what is essential in 

mathematics, p~ysics, chemistry nd biology during the first three years in 

in his fourth year~ 4 

But to suggest that t he college arrange t he tea ching of science accordingly 

would be regar ded as hereSy in most of the older colleges and the vested interests , 

is needed. 

J -

the 

Two years ago when I vi~d Brandei s for t he first time, I was struck by 

opportunity 1Yhich l3Ur/~1Ap ha·0 for attracting gi f ted scienti st s to ~ staff. 
~116£-.) 

T.Um_~.M!~4n-2'~~~~&sU~frrg , ~-

~~~~~~;~e~et~in~g~outside of a l a rge city, and a t the same time ~~~ > 

intellectua. attractionj'of a center of learning ~ CamlJri dge , Massac:Cusetts. 

The proxiEnity of Harvard and M.I.T. / and t he friendly attitude l·rhich their 

scientists seem to t ake towards Brandeis/~~ to be ~ ~ 
~~;;;;v M~~ 

young scientist Hho ·~~ra position on the staff of, a ~mal/' 

of being intel:ectually isolated. -~ 

He needs to lnot on~y about science in general !but a~so about 

his own special field or Horlc I _. 
There are very f ew small unwerSfties to do this. 

At Brandeis, be almost certain staff of 

Harvard will share his interests and Hill be 

h him his problems. 

If Brandeis has an able and ent~usiastic staff in science it should be able 

to attract to the college serious minded students who have a passionate interest 

in science. 

Of the intelligent boys who come from high school, many of those who have a 

gift for abstractions are attracted to science. 

~offers them an opportunity to earn a livelihood while pursuing 

a hobby. 

<A Uv-- ~(t!l/~ ~ tL 

Je'Hish boys ~ pure science 
& 

- as a career - has~n added 
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attraction. 

Even today a Jewish boy is somewhat handicapped if he goes in for engineering 

or other industrial application of science. 

But in pure science, such ~ handicat! as may exist do1/ not count in the face 

of real achievement. 

Immedi ately after the first world war, Professor Einstein ~t tA~t *ime> 

H: vcci tn ~ maJly. a vi sit to Par~,~. ,.4 . fJ . / / 
fi4 ~ h~ 4-v-- -~,._ ~ I'~ 
~ations were still strained between Germany and France. 

A visit to Paris was frowned upon both in Germany and in France, and you had 

to be Einstein to get away with it. 

Just about t hat time, an American physicist named Miller, publis~ed experiments 

the theory of relativity was all wrong. 

a local celebrity in those days, even though today he i s all but 

forgotten. 

In Parisfiinstein ·Has reporters who 1-ranted to know what -,.rould 

happen if l~ller proved to be right. 

"That is very simple," said Einstein. 

"Today in Germany I am regar ded a s a German, and in France I am rega rded a s 

If Miller should prove to be right , I shall be regarded in France as a 

German and in Germany as a Jew. 11 

A really successful education in science along novel l ines will be possible 
y~~-z, ~ 

at Brandeis only if Br andeis ~1. also be_abl e ~ attra ct; graduate students in 

unde~raduate training in science ~ would remain deficient. 

lcf-
\~at has Brandei s to offer to these graduate students that will enable ~ 

to pick the best of the crop? 

The ans,.rer to this may sound to you somewhat prosaic. 

The only way to pick the best gr aduate student s and take them away from 

Harvard, H.I. 'l'., Colu..rnbia , Chicago, or the California Institute of Technology 

i~ pay them more. 
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~ ;I Most graduate students are married these days and find it difficult to make 

/ ends meet. 

No matter what their personal preferences may be, most of them will have to 

go where they can ea rn a half way decent living. 

If Brandeis can establish a fund for fellowships for gr aduate students in science 

and 
1'0~ 

pay $1,0~.00 more tt{~ than does Harvard, Brandei s can have first choice. 

Brandeis cannot hopi' for a long time to com~o become the leading graduate school 

in scienc7 but it could establish a respecta ble record of r esearch achievement in 

cer t ain selected fi~%f;t'~ . ( ~ 
What is perhap~portant Brandeis coul~ · one of t he leading under 

graduate college~ in scienc~as wel l a other fie ds of l earning. 
!J *- tUu_ L ~r~ #(. /tr-/4, I .. )~ io/ 
~&i nere ~/little point in having a 

Jb1!~s~ege ~~ unless ~\YI.oV~ it 
~ one of the outstanding colleges of the Unit ed States . 
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en I was a student at the Universi ty, people somet imes asked me whnt 

it W'lS that I studied. 

wben I said I studied Physica, most of them nsked me "Yhat is Physics" 

nd there ~ere even a few who sked "What are P1ysica?" 

That was some thirty years ago. 

Today, of course, everybody know ~nat phyoiciete are ; they are the boys 

who made t...~e bomb. 

Mass mur~erera have always command d the at tenti on of t he public and 

~~y~icists are no exception to this rule . 

But just b .cause t hese days scientists are often adoired, it does not follow 

th t they are also under stood. And to mako peo~le un -ierst .n. what a scientist is 

seams just as d!.fficult today as it was thirty years ago. 

Henri Poin~~re once said that the role of science is not t o provide us 

wit h meals , but to keep us from being bored -- between meals . 

And, indeed, t he most important t.~ing to remember about science is t he fact 

that i t i a supposed to be run. 

A man's science need not be first-rate just because he is having fun with 

it - rut. unless ho has fun ltith it, it can never be anything but second r ate 

science . 

In t his respect science was probably better off thirty years ago in Europe 

than i t 1 today in the United St ates . 

And if t hi s is in fact true, it 1a due - I believe - mainly to the attitude 

which Europe t akes towards leisure. 

Doing not~ing - in a pleasant sort of way - was always considered in Euro e a 

perfectly respeotab e way of spending one ' s time . 

Here in ~~erioa you are expected to keep busy all t he t ime -- it does not 

oatter so much What j~u are doing as Jong as you are doing it fast . 

Many of you perhaps kno the story of the kind old lady who never spoke 

a11ything but good of everyone. 

This was known to all of her friends. 
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One of them tried to catch her once and asked her ~ t she thought of 

the Devil. 

She heai tated on y for a moment and then she said in her kindly voice "I 

understand he is industrious." 

In Germany thirty years ago, a boy who left high school at 18 had completed 

his liberal education. 

If he wanted to obtain a doctor1 s degree in physics, he enter d the University 

for four years. 

There he studied what he wanted without ever )assing an examination and at the 

end of the four years, he submitted a. written thesis . 

This thesis had to represent an appreciable contribution to knowledge in order 

to be accepted. 

I f it was accepted, the sturlent was gi ven an examination; t hat i s ho met his 

professors and they discussed his wo k with him. 

They usually asked a few additional questions about related matters . 

The Professors wanted to find out what the student knev rat her t han to find out 

'1-/h t he did not know ani th1 , is, of course, es it should be. 

You may have heard the story about the sage in the service of the Chinese 

emperor. 

He was supposed to give adviee to all those vho c~e to him to seek advice. 

A peasant who had been to see him several t imee and found tho.t t he sage could 

not answer r~s questi vns became a l ittle i mpatient on ~ day and said: 

nWhy rloes the emperor pay you 10, 000 pi eces of si l ver every year if you 

cannot answer any of my jueetions." 

"My f riend" said the sage, "the emperor pays me 10, 000 silver pieces for what 

I know. 

If he vere to o.y for what I do not know, 101 000 pi eoee o silver woul.d not 

be nearl y enough • 

In the Germo.n univer sities when the student was outStl'l.ndinc, t i~ ~ actor's 

exami nation ecame a fnroe. 

After the first world war, Hilbert - in Goetti ngen - was the lea 1ng Geman 

mathematician . 
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One of his best students was called Bernaes. 

When Bernaes came up for his examination Hilbert asked him: 

"Mr. Bernaes , which is the most important number in mathematics?" 

"Pi" replied Bernaes . 

"Well" .said Hilbert, "Pi is a pretty important number in mathematics , but it 

is not t he number I had in mind." 

"Then" 8aid Bernaes "I would choose "e", the base of the natural logarithms" 

"Yes" said Hilbert "e" is t he number I had in mind. 

I thank you very much Mr. Bernaes. 

You have passed Summa Cum Laude." 

There was a story of an examination given by Max Planck to a student 

majoring in theoretical physics. 

Planck asked the student& "Row do you expect to earn a living when you have 

your doctor's degree in theoretical physics?" 

"Professor Planck," said the student) "Can I possibly have an easier 

question." 

"I don't know" said Planck, - I hadn't ple.nned to ask you more than one 

question." 

Soon after I got my doctor's degree in physics in the University of Berlin, 

I thought it would be interesting to get also a doctor's degree in economics. 
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Before t his time, a number of astonishing o sorvations were made in 

physics in ra?id succession. 

None of th,s obs rvat1ons needed any expensive e.uipment or elaborate 

lanning in dvance. 

Tl e task of p~y5ics consisted in ex:) ainine these o se~vations in terms 

o the ti1ines W.1ich are famili r to us and which we encounter in our every 

day ife. 

In Ne"rton ' s times for instance, the shn1 e of the orbit of t .• e planets Yas 

an astonishing observation and a cau~e of puzzlement . 

Th.en on day Ne~.rton aa·.1 that he coul ex , £~in it in terms of something G 1 te 

fami iar to al - the si~ple fact that an object which you hold in your hand 

falls down to earth when you rel ase it . 

You might a~y that Newton ' s apple is the symbol of what phy ics used to be . 

In physics today on t he other ht nd, it sea~s th~t w have to spend a couple 

of :ni l1ion doll rs and go to lot of trouble b f.o ·e we eM observe something 

about which we can be stoniahed • 

~e may then, after a decent period of . uzzlement, -- go into a aong and dance 

nnd say that we h ve found an exolanation. 

But, whatever we find these days it is not an explanation of the new 

pheno onon in terms of familiar facts taken from our every day life. 

As the resu t of this fundamental chan e in . ~ysics , p' .ysics is l oosing its 

claim to the exclusive interest of the best !"'.in.-ls IJJ:long our tudents of science. 

Therefore , today a gifter sturlent even though he may w~jor in ~~ysics is -

ikely to be interested to find o t what 6a lent{e different br nchAS of iology 

may have to of er. 

The student today is also likely to i cover thct border_ine t, ·.reen physics 

and cherni ~try has all but v~nished, and that no progress can be made in bio ogy 

without a know edge of chemistry. 

Stu ents of acience are t erefore becoming aware of the fact that there 

is sue~ a. thing as the unity of science . 
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Today I beli ve a student would be better off to learn what is essentin.l in 

mathematics, pnysica , chemistry nd biology during the first three years in 

college without specia izing too much an then to specialize in his fourth yotr . 

The work he does in the fourth year would enable him to meet the entrance 

requir~sent of the graduate schools or professional schools in his chosen field 

of spec! ization. 

But to suggest that the college arrange the teaching of science accordingly 

would be regnrde . as herecy in most of the ol .er colleges and the vested interests, 

are likely to be strong enough to prevent the change that is needed. 

Bran . eis being brand new has a chance to lead in this respect• 

Two years a ,o vhen I visited Brandeis for the first time, I was struck by 

the op rtunity which Brandeis had for attracting gifted scienti st s to their starr. 

Among the amall universitie s Bran eis has an exceptiona position by offering 

a pleasnnt aeeting outside of a l ar ge city, and at the same time offering the 

intellectua attraction of a center of earning such as Cambridge, M~ssac~usetts. 

The pr.ox1n1ty of Harva,rd and 1-f.I.'f. and the fri endly attitude which t heir 

scientists s~;. am to take towardo Brandeis should prove to be i nvflluable. 

The young scientist ~ho i s offered a position on the staff of a small 

university is in anger of eing inte. "'ectua.Ly isolated. 

He needs other to ta. .• k to not on: y about science in general but also about 

his own special field or work which often is quite narrow. · 

- There are very few S.c'l)all univer31t1es 'lfhere he will be able to do this. 

At B~andeis, however he can be almost certain that som on on the staff of 

eit~er M.I.T. or Harvard will share his ~nterests and will be happy to cl iacuea 

with him his problems. 

If Brandeis has an able and enthusiastic staff in scienc it should be able 

to attract to the coll ege s rious minded Gtu, ents ~o have a passiona.t~ intereat 

in science. 

Of the inte igent boys who co~o from high school, many of thos Who have a 

gift for bstraetions are attracted to science. 

Science today offers t1~~ nn opportunity to earn live 1hood while pursuing 

a hobby. 

To Jewish boys 1.n particular• pure science - as a career - has an added 
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attraction. 

Even today a J ewish boy is somewhat han icapped if he goes in for engine~ring 

or oth f!r industria ap lication of science. 

But in pure science, such a han cap as may exist does not count in the face 

of real achievement . 

Imme l ately after the first world war, Profeasor Ein tein w o at that time 

lived in Berlin made a visit to Paris . 

Relations were still strained betwf.en Germany and France . 

A visit to Paris '-TaB frolrned upon both in Germany and in France , and you had 

to be Einstein to get away with it . 

Just about that time, an American physicist named Miller, published experim nts 

which se~ed to show that the theory of r elativity was all wrong . 

He '>'ras a local c lebri ty in those days , even though today he i a all but 

forgotten. 

In Paris Einstein wa.a cornered by re rters who wanted to know whnt wolll.d 

happen if Miller proved t o be right . 

nThat is very simple," said Einstein. 

"Today in Germany I am r egarded ns a Gennnn, and in France I am regarded as 

a J ew. 

If Hiller should prove to be right , I sb.all be regarded in France as a 

German and in Ge any as a J ew." 

- A really successful education in science along novel lines will be oossible 

at Brandeis only if Brandeis will also be able to attract graduate students in 

certain selected a reas of science. 

There ought to be 30 g!Wlu.ate stu:lents of outst. nding qu l ity around at any 

one time. 

The presence of these graduate students will greatly enrich Brandeis and the 

under e r aduate trai ning in science without them would remain .• eficient. 

'What has Brandeis t o offer to these graduate students that will en ble Brandeis 

to pick the beat of the crop? 

The an war to thie may sound to you somewhat prosaic. 

The only way to pick the best graduate students and take them awe.y from 

Harvard, M. I . T., Columbia, Chic~go, or the Cali fornia Institute of Technology 

is to pay t hem more . 
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Most graduate students are married the e days and find it ~1rr1cult to make 

ends meet. 

No matter what their personal prefereno s may bE! , most of them will have t o 

go 'Where they can e. rn a hnlf way decent living. 
" 

If Brandois cun entablish a fund for fellowships for t raduate students in science 

and pay $11 000. 00 ore to them than does Harvard, Brandeis can have first choice. 

Brandeis cannot hope for a long time to come to become the leading gr •. duate school 

in science but it could eata.bli~h a r espectable record of r esearch achiev ment i n 

certain selected fiel ds of science. 

lJhat is perhaps more important Brandeis could be one of the leo.ding undeT 

graduate oo l eges in science as w~ll ,s.a in other fie ds of learning. 

And I personally feel that there aeP.LlS to be U ttle point in having a 

J ewis.l-t- supported coll ege a.t a1 l!nless - within the Jiraits it sets itself - it 

becomes one of the outst~ ding colleges of the United States. 
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When I was a student at the University, people sometimes asked me what 

it was that I studied. 

When I said I studied Physics, most of them asked me ''What is Physics" 

and there were even a few who asked "What are Physics?tt 

That was some thirty years ago. 

Today, of course, everybody knows what physicists are; they are the boys 

who made the bomb. 

( Mass murderers have alweys commanded the attention of the public and 

physicists are no exception to this rule. 

But just because these days scientists are often admired, it does not follow 

that they are also understood. And to make people understand what a scientist is 

seems just as difficult today as it was thirty years ago. 

Henri Poincare once said that the role of science is not to provide us 

between meals. 

fact that it 

is supposed to be fun. 

A man's science need not be first-rate just because he is having fun with 

it -- but unless he has fun with it, it can never be anything but second rate 

science. 

it 

is to~ay i~ · e United States. / < v 
~ ---0 tvth~- -~t:..-, 

this is in fact~ue, it is due the attitude which Europe takes 

towards leisure. _ _) 

Doing nothing~in a pleasant sort of WO¥~.: always coniidered in Europe a 

perfectly respectable way of spending one's time. 
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Here in America you are expected to keep busy all the time -- it does not 

matter so much what you are doing as long as you are doing it~ 7!5:-- ... 

Many of you perhaps know the story of the kind old lady who never spoke 

anything but good of everyone. 

This was known to all of her friends. ~ae ~of them tried to 

catch her~d her what She thought of the Devil. 

She hesi tate~moment and then she said in her kindly voice "I under

stand he is industrious." 

In Germany thirty years ago, a boy who left high school at 18 had completed 

his liberal education. 

If he wanted to abtain a doctor's degree in physics, he entered the University 

for four years. 

There he studied what he wanted without ever li.oe~~~ examination.~ 
~t the end of the four years, he submitted a written thesis. 

This thesis had to represent an appreciable contribution to knowledge in 

order to be accepted. 

accepted, the stud~~ his 
~~'~ 

professors and they discussed his ~ 

( 

If it was 

work with him. 

- They usually asked a few additional questions about related matters. 

The Professors wanted to find out what the student knew rather than to find 

( 
out_.-wh-r-a_t_h_e_d_i_d_n_o_t_k_n_o_w_~-----

·s is, of course, as it should be. 

You may have h~e sage · in the service of the Chinese 

emperor. 

He was supposed to give advice to all those who came to him to seek advice. 

A peasant who had been to see him seveaal times and found that the sage 

became a little impatien~~ could not answer his questions 

'~Y does the emperor pay you 10,000 pieces of silver every year if you 

cannot answer any of my questions" 
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"My friend" said the sage, "the emperor pays me 10,000 silver pieces for 

what I know. 

If he were to pqy me for what I do not know, 10,000 pieces of silver would 

not be nearly enough. --

his doctor's 
In the German universities when the student was outstanding,/examination 

became a farae. 

Goetti~::; h ter the first world ~was the leading German 

mathematician. 

cllled Bernaes. When Bernaes came up for his 

"Pi" replied Bernaes. 

,~(, said Hilbert "Pi is ·t~, ' 

7 

number in mathematics, but it 

h . . d It is not the number I ad 1.n m1.n • 

"Then 11said Bernaes"I would choose llel1, the base · of the natural logarithms" 

"Yes", said Hilbert "e" is the number I had in mind. I thank you very 

much Mr . Bernaes. You have passed Summa Cum Laude. 11 

~ 
_ There was a story of ~ examination given by Max Planck to a student 

~ajoring in theoretical physics. 

Planck asked the student: ''How do you expect to earn a living when you get ~ 
your doctor's degree in theoretical physics?" 

"Professor Planck," said the student, "Can I possibly have an easier 

question. 11 

-
1t hadn t t planned to ask you more than 

one question. " 

Soon after I got my doctor's degree in physics in the University of Berlin 

I thought it would be interesting to get also a doctor's degree in economics. 
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\oJhether you 

~was 

:!t1 economics 

I was handed over from one official to another until I landed in the office of 

the 

said the Rector, "but I don ' t see how 

we :::~:;;~~~d~~~g~r~e~e-
11

o~f~ Ifuctor in ~ilosophy we ~ 
certified that you are a man who is able to acquire any kind of knowledge which 

f&tp~ 
he desires ~capable of independent 

~ and has ~aturity ~~~~--~;;~;;;_. and 

scholar . " 

certify~ ~hing 11I don ' t quite see" said the Rector "how we can 

twicE;:J. 

If you want 

name 

Today here in America the graduate student working for his Ph . D in ph~sics 

is presented with all the knowledge ~hysics that is considered to be useful . 

ti,_ If he is a good student, he will emerge from the University~ 'M-1</4 ,r(_ 

~~rough knowledge of the entire field of physics - - a more thorough knowledge 
........ ~ ~./~_L 
probably than his colleague who ~sane University in Europe . 

And yet it may be that the American student has lost something in the course 

of his thorough training . 

Throughout all the time he spends as a graduate student in the University, 

/tvu6 
answers to questions · . 

i+ t~ fv.- ~·-
~~~ ~t£ 

He is fed a rich diet ~ opportunity <'!?f: 1 IHf!i.g hungry . 

Having been led to the frontiers of science and then released with a doctor ' s 
Ut- ~.{~ 

degree, ~~kely to sit back and wait until science makes further progress so 

that he can find something more that he can learn . 
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e most important quality in 

teach originality?~axwell showed 

a scientist is originalit~ you 

great originality in his work and so did 

Ei~ 
~you teach originality by telling the student to read the 

Maxwell and Einstein and then follow in their footstep~ 

7P ~ j"j~(h,, lhd-~ ~ ~ 
.~-~ L/1/"r~t- · ,.,, 0 

papers of 

A student may know everything there is to know and yet lack the self-

• conf~en~e which he needs in order to pitch in and push back further the frontiers 

of science. 

It sounds paradox and yet it ma;y be true that such self-confidence may 

come to students in Europe as the result of inadequate ~\At'\f tRaining. 

When I was a student at the University of Budapest, what I was actually taught 

was very little. 

~ 
During that time I became~ curious about a number of problems 

to which I wanted to find an answer~d I found ~he answe~·to sane of these problems 

without kno,Ning that they had been solved before lby others. 

Later ~ r±u t t:nat/ before me /some great physicist had given the same 

answer;(~~' -- it gave me self-confidence to !mow t:na~at ot:ners can 

d~ can do also, 

The attitude towards the training of scientists in Europe and in America 

represent two extreme approaches to the problem. 

Perhaps the time has come for revising our views on this subject and adopt 

some middle course between these M.A,.<:t1i :Jl A extre 
'f.c>'V1)"f1Vf ~ 1P There is another reason also for Aet!' bing 'Vl-"'L~~-

In t he years preceding the end of the last war, physics was the ki ng of the 

sciences 
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During this period physics has syphoned off by far the most gifted students 

were interested in science. 

And even today it is perhaps true that the most gifted students in the field 

science are likely to major in physics. 

~physics has undergone a rather f1n1damental Cnange.~e this time, 

a number of astonishing observations were made in physics in rapid succession. 

None of these observations needed any expensive equipment or elaborate planning 

in advance. 

The task of physics consisted in explaining these t~ observations 

in terms of the things which are familiar to us and which we encounter in our 

every day life. 

In Newton's times for instance, the shape of the orbits of the planets was 

You might say t hat Ne~onts apple is a symbol of what physics used to be . 

In physics today on the other hand, it seems that we have to spend a couple 

of million dollars and go to a lot of trouble before we can ~/about 
which we can be astonished. 

We may then, after a decent period of puzzlement,-- go into a song and dance 

and say that we have found an explanation. 

~ >mat:::;:::e~d these da~not an explanation of the new phenomonon 

i n terms of · acts taken fromour every day life. 

As the result of this fundamental change in physics, physics is loosing its 

~ ?~ to the exclusive interest of the best minds among our st-
~~L~ay--- ~~~~~~~-
• •·/ A gifted student even though he may major in physics is likely to be interested 

to find out what t!e':P~P~nnt branches of biology may have £oAo~age 
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chemistry has all but vanished, 

progress can be made i n biology without 

Students of science are there f ore becoming aware of the f act that there 

is such a t hing as the uni ty of science . 

---u.~t in the conventional colleges it is impossible f or a 

to he 

must have to be 

In most of t he elective 

courses special scientific areas 

Today I believe a student would be better off to learn what is essential in 

mathematics, physics, cheinist17 and -biol~~nrst three years in 

colle:e :::u~ s:::::::~ ~:oul:~:::: ::mh:: ::::e:tVance 
requirement af the graduate schools or professional schools in his chosen 

field of specialization. 

But to suggest that the college arrange t~ teaChing of science accordingly 
~?...,.-: 

would be regarded as herecy in most of the colleges and the vested interests 

are likely~be strong enough to prevent the change 1-e- . . . ~~~ 
Br~deis s~ chance to lead in this respect . 

that is needed . 

er~~J'{-f_/) 
to attract serious-minded 

have a passionate 

Brandeis has easy eastern seaboard, 

and this is a reservoir to science . They 

seem to be attracted to more than one reason. 

First and most t h ey are attracted because of their native 

abstraction . 

they are attracted to pure science as a career . 

Even today a Jewish boy is somewhat handicapped i f he goes in for engineering 

or other industrial application of ecience . 
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But in pure science, such a handicap as ma;v exist does not ccunt in the face 

of real achievement. 

Immediately after the first world war, Professor Einstein who at that time 

lived in Berlin made a visit to Paris. 

Relations were still strained between Germany and France. 

A visit to Paris was frowned upon both in Germany and in France, and you had 

to be Einstein to get away with it. 

Just about that time, an American physicist named Miller, published experi-

ments which seemed to show that the theory of relativity was all wrong. 

He was a local celebritj:yin those days, even though today he is all but 

forgotten. 

In Paris Einstein was cornered by reporters Who wanted to know what would 

happen if Miller proved to be right. 

"That is very simple," said Einstein. 

"Today in Germany I am regarded as a German, and in France I am regarded 

as a Jew. 

If Miller should prove to be right, I shall be regarded in France as a 

German and in Germany as a Jew. 

\ Is Br 

in s~nce? 

Two years ago when I visited Brandeis for the first ti. me, I was struck by 

' 
the opportunity which Brandeis had for attracting gifted scientists to their staff. 

Among the small universities Brandeis has an exceptional position by offering 

a pleasant seeting outside of a large city, and at the same time offering tbe 

intellectual attraction of a center of learning such as Cambridge, Massachusetts. 

The pro~irnity of Harvard and M.I.T. and the friendly attitude which their 

scientists seem to take towards Brandeis should prove to be invaluable. 

The young scientist who is offered a position on the staff of a small univer-

sity is in danger of being intellectually isolated. 
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He needs other to talk to not only about science in general but also 

about his ovm special field or work which often is quite narrow. 

There are very few small universities where he will be able to do this. 

At Brandeis, however h e can b e almost certain that some one on the staff 

of wither M.I. T. or Harvard will share his interests and will be b.appy to discuss 

with him his problems. 

A really successful education in science along novel lines will be possible 

at Brandeis only if Brandeis will also be able to attract graduate students in 

certain selec,ed areas of science. 

There eught to be 30 graduate students of outstanding quality around at any 

o ne time. 

The presence of these graduate students will greatly enrich Brandeis and the 

under graduate training in science without them would remain defifient. 

What has Brandeis to offer to these graduate students that will enable Brandeis 

to pick the best of the crop? 

The answer to this may sound to you somewhat prosaic. 

The only way to pick the best graduate students and take them away from 

Haraard, M.I.T., Columbia, Chicago, or the California Institute of Technology 

is to pay them more. 

Most graduate students are married these days and find it difficult to make 

ends meet. 

No matter what theirpersonal preferences may be, most of them will have to 

go where they can earn a half way decent living. 
( ~ ·?--zt..-t ~ 

If Brandeis can establish a fimd for fellowships for graduate students )rfid 

pay r;ftj · ··~<11~ $1, 000. 00 more to them than does Harvard,~~ 
~ 

~f Brandeis W!M:l have first choice. 
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~nall:y feel that there seems to be little point in h~ a Jewish

supported college at all unles~thin the limits it sets itselfr:t becomes one 

of the outstanding colleges of the United States. 
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